A good teacher is the most important factor in student achievement.

"As a physics teacher, most students come into my classroom already feeling defeated and afraid of the material. It is my job to show them that they can be successful and understand the world around them."

Jeremy Zimmerman
B.A. Physics, B.S. Ed. '14
Princeton High School

"As a physics teacher, I have the opportunity to help students gain confidence in their own abilities in making sense of the world... and play with toys!"

John Rowe
B.S. Ed. '85
M.Ed. '97
Cincinnati Public Schools

"I love teaching physics because it's something the students interact with daily. Physics covers such a broad spectrum of topics allowing every student to find an area they really enjoy."

Jordan Simmons
M. Ed. '12
Norwood High School

Seeing is Believing
The best way to see if teaching is for you is to come and experience it. We'd be glad to meet with you and discuss options for exploring the field of teaching. We can also answer your questions about how to earn a teaching license along with a science, math, or engineering degree.

UC is part of the Physics Teacher Education Coalition (www.PhysTEC.org) which is a partnership between the American Physical Society and the American Association of Physics Teachers. The project is supported in part by NSF.
Why Teach Physics?
Physics teachers are in high demand throughout the country and the world.

PHYSICS TEACHING involves meaningful, rewarding work. You'll impact dozens of students every day with your passion for science and serve as a gateway for them to pursue careers in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math).

Think about it! As a physics teacher, you’ll teach one of the most respected subjects, have the best toys, and work with some of the strongest students. Due to the critical shortage of physics teachers, highly qualified candidates can expect multiple job offers and opportunities to work anywhere in the world. Not to mention, physics teachers have some of the highest job satisfaction of all high school teachers.

Is Teaching is for Me?
Take teaching for a test drive! At UC, you can explore teaching as early as your freshman year through opportunities that include:

• Shadowing a high school physics teacher
• Serving as a PAID learning assistant
• Participating in K-12 outreach
• Taking a course on teaching

How Do I Become a Teacher?
In as little as four years, you can earn a bachelor’s degree in science, math, or engineering, while completing your teaching license. With both a STEM degree and teaching license in hand, you will have many career opportunities open to you upon graduation!

Scholarships
Due to the high school teacher shortage in the U.S., there are multiple scholarship opportunities available through UC, including NOYCE Fellowships. State and Federal scholarships are also available.

Want to Know More?
There are many ways to obtain a grades 7-12 teaching license at UC. Because some of the licensure courses serve as Breadth of Knowledge courses (BOKs), it is important to set up an advising appointment as early as possible to determine the best path for you. If you already have a bachelor’s degree, UC also offers a master’s in education that includes a teaching license.

Learn more about earning a teaching license, as well as the multiple opportunities available to “take teaching for a test drive”, by contacting:

Dr. Kathy Koenig
Email: Kathy.koenig@uc.edu
Phone: 513-556-0507

Visit us online:
www.cech.uc.edu/phystec

Check out our website and view an innovative video that showcases four dynamic, young teachers who might inspire you to consider a career in teaching physics.

You Can Make a Difference.
Are You Up to the Challenge?
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